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A Centennial Celebration; a 'forking Paper

This year marks the beginning of the second century of black
matriculation at Brown. While discussing this fact with various
people, a. few ideas crossed my mind that I would like to share.
From the outset let me say that my intention here is to initate
a discussion, and therefore I am soliciting your recommendations
and guidance.

Firstly, it is my feeling that this raonentous occasion, should
not escape the notice of the general University community. In
the past hundred years numerous blacks have come to this
instution where they have acquired degrees, and subsequently
gone out to make a lasting impression upon the world. Unfortun-
ately, their achievements have not gain them the recognition
from their alma mater that they so rightly deserve. A centennial
celebration would provide an excellent opportunity to recitify
this situation by calling the university's attention to their
accomplishments through exhibitions, lectures, essays, and
social gatherings.

The centennial should also be a time of reflection and intro-
spection for all minorities at Brown. We are now beginning our
second century at this institution, and we need to take stock
of what roads we have traveled in the past, and what avenues
we hope to traverse in the future. It is my strongest feeling
that we need to make a finanical commitment to the institution
either in the form of scholarships or the endowment of an
academic chair. I full realize that both of these enterprises
will required an enormous fund-raising campaign that will at
best be difficult, but, nonetheless, there can be no more
propitious time to demonstrate that we can be a self-sustaining
entity in the university community.

For the present, I would like to suggest that a committee
be established to explore the best possible ways that this
centennial maybe observed. It would be proper that all black
organization be contacted, and asked to send a respresentative.
Since time is of the essence, I would tentatively recommend that
Monday, September 19 for interested people to meet.


